Check out Straumann CE training at the 33rd annual LMT® LAB DAY® Chicago, the largest dental laboratory event in America.

**Precision, Productivity and Profitability of Implant Prosthetics**

**Friday, February 24, 2017 | 8:30 AM – 9:30 AM | 3:00 PM – 4:00 PM**

Dr. Robert Vogel covers state-of-the-art, cost-effective techniques in implant prosthetics, including a systematic approach to ideal esthetic treatment of single teeth and fully edentulous patients, emphasizing long-term biologic stability, predictability and improved profitability. Designed for the entire implant team, topics include fixed, removable and hybrid prosthetics with a focus on options for screw-retained restorations, material selection and provisionalization. Join an in-depth discussion of the newest components and technologies for abutment selection and incorporating the benefits of CAD/CAM materials.


**Prosthetic Options for Alternative Implant Systems: etkon® iDent**

**Friday, February 24, 2017 | 10:00 AM – 11:00 AM**

Today’s dental professionals need to deliver prosthetic components for a variety of different implant systems. Learn more about the new Straumann new brand, etkon iDent, designed to provide dental professionals with prosthetic components compatible with major implant systems on the market. etkon iDent offers the broad range of options that dental labs require. With this in mind, our lab partners now have the same quality customer experience expected from Straumann alongside the flexibility to choose from a comprehensive, multi-platform range of options. Join us to explore newly introduced solutions and corresponding workflows offered by etkon iDent while learning more about the new brand’s compatible restorative components. Presentation provided by Philipp Striebe, MDT.


**Mastering the Straumann Pro Arch Conversion Denture Experience**

**Friday, February 24, 2017 | 11:30 AM – 12:30 PM**

A key element to predictable outcomes and success in a full-arch treatment plan is laboratory involvement from the beginning of the treatment planning phase. Thomas Kuun, Jr., MDT, CDT, discusses treatment options for conversion techniques in single- and dual-arch situations, including a review of the lab treatment options checklist. Participants learn how to identify and order the right components for the prosthesis and set an overview of creating a master plan—from scheduling to inventory control—to maximize the patient’s experience and make the lab an invaluable member of the treatment team.

Check out Straumann CE training at the 33rd annual LMT® LAB DAY® Chicago, the largest dental laboratory event in America.

### Straumann Synergy: A Fully Digital Workflow

**Friday, February 24, 2017 | 1:30 PM – 2:30 PM**

A key element to predictable outcomes and success in a full-arch treatment plan is laboratory involvement from the beginning of the treatment planning phase. Thomas Kuun, Jr., MDT, CDT, discusses treatment options for conversion techniques in single- and dual-arch situations, including a review of the lab treatment options checklist. Participants learn how to identify and order the right components for the prosthesis and set an overview of creating a master plan—from scheduling to inventory control—to maximize the patient’s experience and make the lab an invaluable member of the treatment team.


### How to Drive Case Acceptance: Profitability for Straumann Pro Arch

**Saturday, February 25, 2017 | 9:00 AM – 11:00 AM**

Fixed edentulous cases can be lucrative for the lab but there are pitfalls and roadblocks to achieving success and profitability. Thomas Kuun, Jr., MDT, CDT, discusses how to calculate your fees, best practices in getting the final restoration and assuring on-time payment from your accounts. He also reviews NADL-recommended guidelines and checklists on chairside dentistry to position the CDT to manage the business responsibility of these cases.

http://lmtmag.com/seminars/how-to-drive-case-acceptance-profitability-for-straumann-pro-arch

### Hands-On Chairside Conversion Techniques: Full-Arch Immediate Fixed Hybrid Restorations

**Saturday, February 25, 2017 | 1:00 PM – 3:00 PM**

Brandon Dickerman, CDT, discusses the important role the technician plays in full arch cases, two different chairside immediate-load protocols, and the benefits of the direct and indirect protocols. Participants have an opportunity to convert a complete denture into a fixed immediate provisional.

http://lmtmag.com/seminars/hands-on-chairside-conversion-techniques-full-arch-immediate-fixed-hybrid-restorations